The Solomon Key parchment listed as British Library Or/14759/fol/35a has been deciphered by an author. Is it the Washington Freemason Vatican secret that Dan Brown is releasing soon. It is released at www.keyofsolomon.net

March 18, 2009 - PRLog -- The soon to be famous Solomon Key parchment online with the Clavicula Salomonis manuscript depicts many talisman examples but... to crack the original secret, one needs to search for the Hebrew sourced talisman... the original Hebrew Key of King Solomon. It would have to be very ancient Hebrew, not Greek, not Latin or French or any other source. It would also need to fit the manuscript theme of the Solomon Testament manuscript which it does.

Quite a surprise too that its shocking deciphered secret is shared with The Vatican, The Freemasons and the Washington DC layout plan and the fundamental secret of the beginning of all the great pyramid civilisations!

The Solomon Key parchment listed as British Library Or/14759/fol/35a has been deciphered by Wayne Herschel, a South African author of a controversial book titled The Hidden Records. All references are on a specially prepared website and this is absolutely not fiction.

A star pattern of critical importance also matches the Freemason first degree tracing board. It matches the Vatican City layout plan. Interesting too that this is the exact topic that Dan Brown claims to be releasing soon... most likely the 4th of July, the only day in the year when the stars that match the pattern on the Ground rise with the Sun.

Due to threats and interference in the authors dealings with it, he has put it all on a website that he has been advised to make look 'new age' with the hope that the interference will stop. The parchment is deciphered clearly in the video. See the Youtube release and full story at www.keyofsolomon.net
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